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Abstract. Trust in the Internet is at an all time low. Its time for action.
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In the beginning..

We all make multiple trust assumptions every day. And in truth most of them
are justified and we are rarely disappointed. Indeed it would be hard to imagine
a more diﬃcult environment than one in which most of our trust assumptions
proved false.
Maybe in the Garden of Eden we all originally trusted one another. If so we
were quickly disabused. Betrayal was just around the corner.
But when trust does break down it tends to be an isolated thing, and our
other trust assumptions remain valid. So I may discover that my wife is having
an aﬀair, but friends and family will remain true, we patch up and adjust our
trust parameters, and life goes on. We might cry “I will never trust anyone
ever again”, but we don’t mean it, and we will, because life without trust is
unimaginable.
In the past trust was greatly enhanced by its face-to-face nature. I trusted
the banks a lot more when I had a friendly local bank manager to talk to. Since
banking became faceless, trust has suﬀered. And from the other side its easier
to betray some-one you have never met. To maintain trust remotely is a big ask.
So just when we thought we had the trust thing nailed down...
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... along came the Internet...

An optimal resolution to the problem of trust in the Internet was never going
to be easy. By its very nature internet-based relationships are more challenging.
Since we reveal so much about ourselves on-line our privacy (and our financial
well-being) are at serious risk. We do have the amazing potential to build useful
relationships all over the planet, but we need a way to instil trust into those
relationships if the Internet is to flourish.
It would appear that the Internet was designed by people with a “Garden
of Eden” world view. The possibility of betrayal of trust seems to have come
to them as a complete surprise. Email was invented and implemented before
Spam was even considered as a possibility. It appears that inventors, often being
idealists, do not factor in the darker side of human nature.

However a driver in the early days was certainly an idealistic belief in egalitarian values. I am sure the early pioneers envisaged an Internet of equals, and
where power would not aggregate to a small number of powerful entities. In a
similar vein I would think that they would have liked the problems around trust,
once identified, to be resolved in a fashion compatible with those values.
From the earliest days one of the building blocks of trust and security on
the Internet was cryptography. Unfortunately with the technology then available, the only solution was the highly centralised concept of PKI the Public
Key Infrastructure. The PKI system supports SSL, which in turn underpins
e-commerce. By design this involves a central root of trust which typically manifests as a single RSA private key. If this is revealed the whole thing unravels.
This entity - the Certificate Authority – that controls the root of trust, holds
a disproportionate amount of power, which does not fit comfortably with the
original ethos of the Internet.
Because the trust issue was not dealt with properly from the start, the Internet faces an uncertain future. Currently trust in the Internet is at an all time low.
An Internet of Things will be a disaster unless we fix this. Part of the problem
was the lack of vision to see that these shortcomings were not inevitable.
Some of the potential applications of the Internet have already been stymied
by unresolved trust issues. E-Voting has stalled. E-Commerce is under threat.
Migration to the cloud is stuttering. And E-Currencies seemed to be going
nowhere...
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... then, out of the blue, along came the block-chain! ...

Banking is a great test-bed for the consideration of trust issues. The costs of
(and rewards for) betrayal are high, and hence the need to evolve strategies to
allow banking to flourish, as without banks and a trusted currency, commerce
cannot flourish. The traditional solution is a highly centralised hierarchical system, based on a per nation basis on a central bank which issues currency, and
then the so-called pillar banks that look after day-to-day banking. So if we trust
the central bank, all will be well. The wording on American bank notes “In God
we Trust” surely sums up the apparent inevitability of the devolution of Trust
to a single powerful entity. But where there is money and the centralisation of
power, there will be corruption and betrayal. Its not the Internet way.
In fact a partial alternative approach to solving trust issues in banking was
always there, just never fully exploited. In Ireland we have what we call Credit
Unions, as an alternative to the big centralised banks. They make a point of being
based on the co-operative model. Trust is distributed amongst the customers of
the credit union, who are also its owners.
What we are suggesting here is the extension of the co-operative trust model
to the internet. Let us make the statement that “we all own the internet” a
reality. In a co-operative environment things are organised so that trust flourishes
because it is seen to work and betrayal is quickly detected and unlikely to result
in any pay-oﬀ. That’s the plan.
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The block-chain provides an alternative distributed approach to managing
a currency without the need for a central bank. Trust is distributed. “In the
block-chain we Trust” may not have the same ring to it, but it works just fine.
And the block-chain cannot be subverted unless the majority of those involved
betray trust and conspire together. So just how common are conspiracies?
Scott’s law: No conspiracy can survive in a setting where anyone can join the
conspiracy.
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The future of Trust

So the block-chain represents a distributed trust solution for the E-Coin problem.
But it doesn’t end there. Other often simpler distributed trust solutions exist for
other scenarios as well. The common thread is that trust should be distributed,
although how it is done might vary in detail on a case-by-case basis.
A general approach to a solution suggests itself. Consider a setting where
trust is distributed amongst multiple entities, and where any party can selfselect as one of those entities, and where for a breach of trust to occur, all of the
entities would need to conspire. Then apply Scott’s law.
Starting from this ideal, let’s work towards the practical. And to make it
concrete let us consider the authentication scenario. Let’s say I need to be issued with a credential that would allow me to access a cloud-based service. The
issuance of the credential should only occur if I can prove in some way that I
am indeed entitled to it. The credential comes from adding together components
delivered to me by three separate entities, (a) the service provider, (b) the cloud
owner, and (c) an external provider. My concern would be that my credential
could in theory also be issued to some-one else. However unless all three entities
conspire together to do this, or all three can be fooled into issuing my credential
to the wrong person, then this cannot happen. If the chance of any single entity
failing to do what they have been entrusted to do is 1 in 100, then the chance
of an overall failure of trust is 1 in 1,000,000. You get the idea.
So imagine a system whereby that PKI root of trust is replaced by a distribution of trust, which exhibits no single point of failure, and which is managed
by a group of independent entities that do not necessarily trust one another,
but at least one of which behaves honestly. At the same time we can take the
opportunity to fix some of the other problems of PKI (no eﬀective means of
revocation, complex deployment for the individual user), and move to simpler
identity-based methods, the mathematics of which naturally support this idea
of distribution of trust.
To make all this work a new type of Internet entity will be required – a
Trust Broker, or a Trust Authority. How to entities register their willingness
to act as Trust Authorities, and what is required of them? Well they can do it
for free, or for a fee. Probably the eﬀort they put into carrying out their duties
will be proportional to how much they are paid. They will be required to issue
cryptographic part-secrets, and to protect their own part-secrets. They will be
completely law abiding within their own individual jurisdictions. They will be
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expected to be open and transparent, and to have a reputation for honesty.
But if they are villains it doesn’t really matter, they can do no damage by
themselves, and they will eventually be found out. As in all well designed cooperative systems, there is really no point in behaving badly.
Finally let us demonstrate that this is practical. Taking again authentication as an example consider a scenario in which a credential share is of the form
si .H(ID), where si a large secret number randomly and independently generated
by the Trust Authority T Ai , ID is the recipients identity proven to the satisfaction of that T Ai , and H(.) is a hash function which hashes identity to a point on
an elliptic curve. The overall credential is s1 .H(ID)+s2 .H(ID)+s3 .H(ID)+...+
sn .H(ID) if n TAs are involved. This is simple addition of points on an elliptic
curve, and so the overall credential is s.H(ID) where s = s0 + s1 + s2 + ... + sn .
If just one of those shares is absent, its the same as having nothing. If T Ai
is hacked, then only si is lost - the overall system remains secure. If some-one
fools a TA into issuing a secret for an undeserved identity, then that part-secret
on its own is useless. No entity ever knows the master secret s. With new ideas
from cryptography secret shares in this simple addable form are entirely possible
(which is not the case for old-style crypto).
So let us move on and find more solutions based on the principal of distributed
trust. The block-chain has shown the way.
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